Worship Enhancement FAQs
Over the last few months, the Worship Enhancement team has received many great
questions. Below are a few of those questions with our reply:
1. Twelve years ago, the church looked at making Sanctuary improvements, but after
review by several church groups, the project never moved forward. Why?
 In 2010, a feasibility study was done to convert the main sanctuary to serve for
multi-use (all services). The cost then was $1,141,500 and did not include any
A/V/L enhancements. The cost was deemed to be too expensive to consider.
Since then, the Church Leadership (Kairos and its predecessor) have
consistently supported that decision.
2. The Worship Enhancement Team appears to be mostly Ignite attendees. Why isn’t
there representation from the Traditional Services? Can we have a team to look at
further upgrades beyond the audio and video upgrades that are part of the Worship
Enhancement Plan?
 There are 15 individuals on the team and at least five regularly attend the
Traditional Services, so the composition is about 66% Ignite and 34% Traditional.
This composition was due to the original purpose of the group which was to deal
with the updates needed in the Barber Christian Life Center. The Trustees have
recently formed another team to consider additional enhancements in the
Sanctuary. We are seeking representatives from the Traditional Services. If you
would like to serve, please contact LuAnn Welter, l.welter@morrisbb.net.
3. What is the seating capacity of the Barber Christian Life Center?
 The Hendersonville Fire Marshal reviewed the room and determined a maximum
seating capacity of 514.
4. If our congregation continues to grow, where will we park?
 Parking is not as convenient as everyone would like and we do not have space to
add more parking near our main entrance. However, ample parking remains
available across Church Street in the 2-level bank parking lot and is accessible
for all services.
5. Why are we replacing the floor in the Barber Christian Life Center?
 The existing floor is now about 18 years old and the new floor is specifically
designed as a sports floor and will provide improved multi use functionality.
Additionally, the color and design will be more complementary to the rest of the
space.
6. What happens if we do not get the full $250,000 needed to complete the full project?

 In the event there is a shortfall, the Trustees would be forced to delay/remove
some of the enhancements.
7. What happens with the money if we receive more than the needed $250,000?
 Any additional funds received will be deposited in either the Worship
Enhancement Fund for future worship enhancements or in the Capital Reserve
Fund for future building maintenance depending on Kairos decision.

